
By Eileen & Marc Rosenthal

I Must Have Bobo!
9781442403772

I’ll Save You Bobo!
9781442403789

Bobo the Sailor Man!
9781442444430

REPRODUCIBLE

Just for Official Explorers!
Learn to make a sailor hat just like Bobo’s!

1.  Have a grown-up help you cut a 12 x 22 inch 
piece of gift wrap, or use a half sheet from the 
funny pages in your newspaper.

2.  Put the paper on a table with the short edge 
closest to you. Make sure the blank or less 
interesting side of the paper faces up so you 
can’t see the pattern for now.

3.  Grab the top of the paper and fold it towards 
you to fold the paper in half.

4.  Fold the paper in half again, this time from 
side to side. Crease the fold and then unfold 
the paper once, so that there’s a line down the 
middle of your paper where you creased it.

5.  With the open side of the folded paper facing 
you, fold the top corners of the paper down 
to meet at the crease in the center. Your paper 
should now look like a triangle with a little 
extra at the bottom.

6.  On the open side (the long side of the 
triangle), pick up just one layer of paper and 
fold it up towards the point of the triangle.

7.  Flip your paper over, and fold up the other 
layer of paper on the long side the same way.

8.  Slide your fingers into the opening at the 
bottom of the triangle and fluff your paper out 
to make a 3-dimensional hat that will fit your 
head. Now you’re a real explorer!
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Time to Go Exploring!
Explorers like Bobo and Willy discover great stuff!  
Now you can be just like them. Draw something  
you’d like to discover in the woods!
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Stay Away, Earl!
Earl is trying to sneak up on Willy and Bobo! 
Can you find the 5 places he’s hiding in this picture?
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Come Back, Bobo!
Oh no! Bobo is floating off down the river!  
Can you help him get safely back to Willy and Earl?


